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Neurons in the human brain can be locally activated with transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). TMS is applied to study brain dynamics, to map cortical functions, and to treat neurological and psychiatric disorders. In TMS, an electric field is induced in the brain. The location of the electric field maximum is targeted with a neuronavigation system that shows the coil placement and the peak electric field on a brain image. To find a suitable stimulation location and orientation, the TMS operator gives pulses with varying stimulus parameters and observes the responses, such as muscle twitches upon stimulating the motor cortex. This mapping procedure is, however, operator-dependent and slow. In addition, TMS navigation systems are not error-free. Inaccuracies and variation in TMS methods can cause varying results that may be difficult to interpret and compare.

This Thesis aimed at increasing the reliability of TMS targeting by developing automated targeting methods. Publication 1 presents an algorithm to automatically identify the best stimulation location and orientation in the motor cortex, i.e., the stimulus parameters that maximize the motor responses measured with electromyography. In Publication 2, a similar closed-loop approach was applied to search for the optimal stimulus orientation but now with electroencephalography as a feedback signal.

Automated procedures require a way for non-manual adjustment of TMS parameters. In Publications 1 and 2, the stimulus location or orientation was electronically controlled with a 2-coil multi-locus TMS, which concurrently drives two overlapping coils. By adding more coils into the system, one can extend the electronically adjustable parameter space. This was realized in Publication 3 with a 5-coil device, which enabled a demonstration of an automated mapping of the hand motor area with predefined stimulus locations and orientations.

Publication 4 aimed at analyzing errors related to TMS navigation systems. The simulations showed that the magnitudes of the errors in navigation depend on the methods employed. The operator can ensure reliable TMS navigation by performing related preparations carefully and by selecting the most accurate methods for navigation.

The automated procedures developed in this Thesis allow operating TMS in a fast and user-independent way, increasing the reliability of TMS. Moreover, the closed-loop algorithms pave the way for adaptive TMS treatments, i.e., the real-time adjustment of the TMS delivery with observed effects so that the clinical outcome is maximized. This, together with accurate navigation, is expected to increase the efficacy of TMS therapy, bringing help to patients suffering from brain dysfunctions.
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## List of abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADM</td>
<td>Abductor digiti minimi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APB</td>
<td>Abductor pollicis brevis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBS</td>
<td>Deep brain stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES</td>
<td>Direct electrical stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLPFC</td>
<td>Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>Electroencephalography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-field</td>
<td>Electric field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMG</td>
<td>Electromyography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA</td>
<td>U.S. Food and Drug Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>First dorsal interosseus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>International Organization for Standardization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Primary motor cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEP</td>
<td>Motor-evoked potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic resonance imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Motor threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mTMS</td>
<td>Multi-locus transcranial magnetic stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nTMS</td>
<td>Navigated transcranial magnetic stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>Positron emission tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rTMS</td>
<td>Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tACS</td>
<td>Transcranial alternating current stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEP</td>
<td>TMS-evoked potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TES</td>
<td>Transcranial electrical stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMS</td>
<td>Transcranial magnetic stimulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Introduction

The brain, our most complex organ, enables a multitude of vital body functions such as senses and muscle movements. Neural tissue consists of brain cells of which the most important ones are neurons, as they are responsible for the encephalic electrochemical information processing. The human brain contains over 80 billion neurons meaning that they are about 10 times more numerous than the earth’s population. Additionally, each neuron is connected to even thousands of other nerve cells via synapses forming a complex network. This network is active all the time through electrical impulses (such as action potentials) and synaptic activity. The brain is constantly stimulated, for example, by senses, i.e., the cerebral cortex gets information from the sensory systems, which modifies the electrical activity of the brain.

The cortical activity can be also artificially altered by various, mainly electromagnetic, brain stimulation methods. Neural tissue can be directly and effectively stimulated with direct electrical stimulation (DES) and deep brain stimulation (DBS). They, however, require opening or drilling the skull. One can also feed electric current to the brain with electrodes on the scalp; this is called transcranial (meaning that the stimulation penetrates the skull) electrical stimulation (TES). The current strength one can tolerate in TES is not, however, able to trigger action potentials in most cases. Instead, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) can painlessly and noninvasively generate action potentials.

TMS is increasingly employed and has applications in brain research, diagnostics, and therapy. TMS hardware and methods have been developed and diversified since its introduction, and supporting systems have been integrated with TMS, for example, to target and navigate the stimuli based on anatomical brain images. Although TMS systems can be highly advanced, there is still room for improvements. For example, navigation methods are not error-free and a typical TMS protocol involves manual and operator-dependent procedures. In addition, TMS requires adjusting many parameters, and it is often unknown what is the best way to deliver TMS when studying cortical functions or treating brain disorders. These aspects can lead to varying TMS outcomes and reduced reliability of TMS hindering wider adoption of the method.

This Thesis helps to recognize and understand different sources of errors and variation in TMS methods and provides detailed analyses on the targeting reliability. In addition, this Thesis presents new methods for automating TMS procedures. Automation reduces especially user-dependent errors and variability and has potential for making TMS even more reliable and effective.
This Thesis is organized so that Chapter 2 presents the aims of this work, Chapter 3 introduces the basics of TMS, Chapter 4 provides insights on the reliability of TMS, Chapter 5 describes the elements required for automating TMS, and Chapter 6 summarizes the publications included in this Thesis. The Thesis ends with a discussion of the results presented (Chapter 7) and conclusions (Chapter 8).
2. Aims of the Thesis

The aim of this Thesis was to increase understanding about the reliability of TMS targeting and improve it. This aim is reflected in the goals of the publications included in this Thesis as follows:

1) The aim of Publications 1–3 was to automate TMS procedures to make them more reliable and faster. More specifically, the goal of Publications 1 and 2 was to automate the stimulation guiding based on recorded motor and brain responses, respectively. The aim of Publication 3 was to demonstrate fast and easy TMS mapping of the motor cortex.

2) The goal of Publication 4 was to analyze quantitatively the errors related to TMS navigation methods to help TMS users in understanding how different error sources and methodological choices can affect the reliability of their TMS results.
Aims of the Thesis
3. Transcranial magnetic stimulation

This chapter introduces the basics of TMS. I first describe how TMS activates the brain and how pulses are targeted to desired places on the cortex. Then, I will explain how the electrophysiological responses to TMS can be measured with electromyography (EMG) and electroencephalography (EEG). In addition, I will give examples of the applications of TMS.

3.1 Basic principles

In TMS, a stimulation coil formed of loops of copper wire is placed against the head, and a brief intense electric current pulse is fed through the coil windings by discharging a capacitor in the TMS circuit (for a review, see, e.g., Ilmoniemi et al. (1999)). The current flow generates a magnetic field $\mathbf{B}$ in the surroundings, with the strength of the field decreasing with distance from the coil. As the current circulating in the coil changes as a function of time, so does the magnetic field. This means that also an electric field (E-field), which depends on the location $r$ and time $t$, is produced, as stated by Faraday’s law

$$\nabla \times \mathbf{E}_p(r, t) = -\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}(r, t)}{\partial t}. \quad (3.1)$$

$\mathbf{B}$ can be expressed with magnetic vector potential $\mathbf{A}$ as $\mathbf{B} = \nabla \times \mathbf{A}$. We can, thus, write

$$\mathbf{E}_p(r, t) = -\frac{\partial \mathbf{A}(r, t)}{\partial t}. \quad (3.2)$$

In conducting medium, such as the head, the primary E-field ($\mathbf{E}_p$) produces a current

$$\mathbf{j}(r, t) = \sigma(r) \mathbf{E}_p(r, t) \quad (3.3)$$

that depends on the conductivity $\sigma(r)$.

Conductivities in the head vary from tissue to tissue, leading to charge accumulation on conductivity borders and to charge density $\rho(r, t)$. This effect develops a secondary E-field ($\mathbf{E}_s$) that is formulated in Gauss’s law
\[ \nabla \cdot \vec{E}_s(\vec{r}, t) = \frac{\rho(\vec{r}, t)}{\varepsilon_0}, \] 

(3.4)

where \(\varepsilon_0\) is the vacuum permittivity. Under the quasistatic approximation, the electric field can be expressed with the help of scalar potential \(V\) as follows:

\[ \vec{E}_s(\vec{r}, t) = -\nabla V(\vec{r}, t). \] 

(3.5)

After computing \(\vec{E}_p\), one can solve \(V\) from the continuity equation

\[ \nabla \cdot \vec{j}(\vec{r}, t) = -\nabla \cdot \sigma(\vec{r})\nabla V(\vec{r}, t) + \nabla \cdot \sigma(\vec{r})\vec{E}_p(\vec{r}, t) = 0 \] 

(3.6)

and further \(\vec{E}_s\). In a simplistic approach, the head can be modeled as a sphere, and the secondary TMS E-field has an analytical formula (Heller and van Hulsteyn, 1992). More realistic head models require numerical methods and discretization of the head geometry into small volume elements, as with the finite element method (Thielscher et al., 2011; Windhoff et al., 2013), or surface elements, as with the boundary element method (Nummenmaa et al., 2013; Salinas et al., 2009).

The total induced E-field \((\vec{E} = \vec{E}_p + \vec{E}_s)\) accumulates charge also on neuronal cell membranes. This changes the membrane potential; if it is increased (depolarized) enough, an action potential is triggered. TMS can activate neuron populations and elicit, for example, a muscle twitch when stimulating suitable site on the primary motor cortex (Barker et al., 1985). However, exact activation mechanisms and locations in the brain are still under investigation. Generally, it is thought that the activation occurs at the cortical area where the E-field has its maximum (Ilmoniemi et al., 1999), although neuronal cells can get activated also on areas with weaker magnitudes in E-field profile. It has been suggested that at least on the motor cortex, pyramidal cells are directly activated at the axon hillock (Baker et al., 1995) or axonal terminations (Aberra et al., 2020) in the gray matter or bending site of the neuron in the white matter (Maccabee et al., 1993) when the pulse is strong enough. With lower intensities, possible muscle twitches likely result from the activation of interneurons that have synaptic connections to pyramidal cells (Di Lazzaro et al., 2004; Laakso et al., 2014).

### 3.2 Navigated TMS

TMS stimuli can be targeted to a relevant cortical place with desired orientation with the help of image-guided neuronavigation systems (Comeau, 2014; Hannula and Ilmoniemi, 2017; Herwig et al., 2001; Ruohonen and Karhu, 2010). In navigated TMS (nTMS), the coil placement and the estimated E-field maximum are visualized on top of an anatomical brain image (typically magnetic resonance image, MRI). This can be done when the relative placement of the head and the coil is known. In addition to guiding in the targeting of certain anatomical structures, a navigation system is of help when the same stimulation needs to be repeated and it also records information about the administered pulses.
Figure 1 shows an example of a neuronavigation system. An nTMS system includes a tracking unit, often an infrared camera or an electromagnetic tracker, capable of following certain markers in 3D space. Trackable markers are attached to the head of the subject and to the TMS coil, enabling the monitoring of head and coil locations and movements in real time. The coordinates of the head and the MRI of the subject are aligned in a procedure called registration. During registration, certain points from the physical head are recorded with a separate digitizer tool and matched to the corresponding points in the MRI. A similar process is done for the coil and its 3D model. TMS navigation systems also include a program that coregisters TMS and MRI, i.e., combines the recorded spatial information to show the coil placement in the MRI coordinates.

As the E-field maximum is thought to associate with the cortical site of stimulation, navigation systems typically show an estimate of it. The simplest estimation approach is called line navigation, in which the location of the E-field maximum is approximated as a cortical site that intersects with a line passing through the center of the coil bottom in a perpendicular direction (Herwig et al., 2001). Some systems compute the E-field with a spherical model, giving more accurate information about the location and orientation of the E-field maximum (Hannula and Ilmoniemi, 2017; Ruohonen and Karhu, 2010). E-field navigation systems also provide the magnitude of the cortical E-field maximum.

Figure 1. A navigated TMS system. The main parts of the system are a coil with coil trackers, head tracker, tracking unit with infrared cameras, and software visualizing the TMS-induced E-field on the top of an MRI. Photo courtesy of Nexstim Plc.

### 3.3 TMS and electromyography

TMS-induced motor responses called motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) can be measured with EMG (Barker et al., 1985). In EMG, potential differences (voltages) due to electrical muscle activity are measured on the skin surface with a pair of
electrodes: one electrode is attached on top of a muscle, and another one, for example, on top of a tendon or bone for reference (see Fig. 2B). A ground electrode helps to reduce common-mode noise.

TMS-evoked MEPs (see Fig. 2C) in hand muscles begin about 20 ms after the TMS pulse and the peak-to-peak amplitude of MEPs can be several millivolts. MEP amplitudes depend on the TMS intensity, but the amplitudes can vary a lot from trial to trial even with fixed stimulus intensity. A common MEP measure is the motor threshold (MT), which is defined as the stimulus intensity that evokes an MEP above a certain amplitude (typically 50 μV) with 50% probability. When EMG measurements are combined with stimulus sites recorded by a TMS navigation system, one can create a map of the MEP amplitude as a function of the stimulus location.

Figure 2. Measuring motor responses with electromyography. A: Stimulus location and orientation on the hand-knob area of the left motor cortex. The orange dot indicates the location of the E-field maximum, and the red arrow shows the direction of the strongest E-field. B: EMG electrodes to measure responses from the first dorsal interosseus muscle of the right hand. Photo by Aleksi Poutanen. C: An example of an MEP response. A TMS pulse was given at 0 ms.

3.4 TMS and electroencephalography

TMS induces local and global changes in the brain activity. These changes can be detected with EEG, which measures electric potentials on the scalp (see Fig. 3). Neural signals in EEG are thought to reflect mainly postsynaptic potentials in pyramidal neurons on the cortex (Ilmoniemi and Sarvas, 2019; Kirschstein and Köhling, 2009). A postsynaptic potential is generated when an action potential arrives at a synapse and neurotransmitters are released, causing current flow into or out from the neuron to which the synapse is attached. The effect of a TMS pulse on an EEG signal appears as a series of deflections time-locked to the TMS pulse. This response lasting a few hundreds of milliseconds is called a TMS-evoked potential (TEP). TEPs can be used to study cortical excitability and how the induced activity propagates in the brain (Farzan et al., 2016; Ilmoniemi et al., 1997).

The first TMS–EEG measurements employed only a few electrodes (Amassian et al., 1992; Cracco et al., 1989). Later, with TMS-compatible EEG, higher-density measurements covering a large part of the cortex became possible (Ilmoniemi et al., 1997). Due to the strong magnetic pulses applied, successful TMS–EEG measurements require TMS-compatible electrodes and amplifiers (Ilmoniemi and Kičić, 2010; Vernet and Thut, 2014; Virtanen et al., 1999). Despite the advances in EEG
Transcranial magnetic stimulation devices, TMS–EEG signals can contain various large-amplitude artifacts, such as electromagnetic, electrode movement, and muscle artifacts covering the neural signals of interest (Ilmoniemi et al., 2015; Mutanen et al., 2013; Vernet and Thut, 2014). Artifacts need to be taken into account and minimized when possible during the measurements (Casarotto et al., 2022) and in data processing (Mutanen et al., 2020, 2018; Rogasch et al., 2017).

Figure 3. Measuring brain responses with electroencephalography. A: TMS–EEG measurement setup with raw EEG signals on the bottom right. Photo by Mikko Raskinen (Aalto University). B: Examples of TMS-evoked potentials after stimulating left pre-supplementary motor area. The stimulation site is marked with a black cross.

3.5 Applications of TMS

TMS has various applications in scientific and clinical settings (Rossini et al., 2015). In brain research, TMS provides a unique way to study cerebral dynamics and mechanisms, especially when combined with EMG or EEG. When complemented by a navigation system, TMS enables convenient mapping of cortical functions, such as motor movements and speech (Krieg et al., 2017). By giving two TMS pulses with a millisecond-scale time interval, one can study the inhibitory and facilitatory mechanisms of the brain networks, i.e., the influence of interneurons in modulating the functioning of pyramidal neurons (Di Lazzaro, 2013; Ziemann et al., 1996). In addition, cognitive processes can be investigated with TMS, as suitably targeted TMS can disturb or enhance subject’s performance during cognitive tasks (Fascual-Leone et al., 2000; Walsh and Cowey, 2000).

In clinical settings, TMS is applied in diagnostics especially in diseases related to the motor system (Groppa et al., 2012). Planning of neurosurgery can benefit from TMS mappings on motor and speech areas (Haddad et al., 2021; Lefaucheur and Picht, 2016). When delivering longer sequences of pulses, TMS can modulate the functioning of the brain and the effect can last beyond the stimulation session. This repetitive TMS (rTMS) has shown clinically relevant outcomes for example in depression and pain treatments and stroke rehabilitation (Lefaucheur et al., 2020). Even though not yet in clinical routine, TMS–EMG and TMS–EEG can be utilized as biomarkers to predict and follow the effects of TMS or other neuromodulatory and also pharmacological treatments (Cao et al., 2021; Ziemann et al., 2015).
Transcranial magnetic stimulation
4. Reliability of TMS

Even though there exist sophisticated methods to operate TMS and inspect its effects as introduced in the previous chapter, TMS methods are not error-free. In addition, variable ways to perform different parts of TMS protocols across laboratories and operators can lead to varying results. This chapter presents an overview of the factors related to the reliability of TMS. More detailed reviews are provided about two sources of variability (errors and differences in TMS navigation systems and varying approaches in selecting TMS parameters) that are relevant to all publications of this Thesis.

4.1 Terminology related to erroneousness

Accuracy, precision, repeatability, and reproducibility are terms that are sometimes utilized interchangeably despite being different concepts. According to the definitions by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), accuracy is specified as the nearness of ground truth and a measured value (FDA, 1995; ISO, 1994). The accuracy is often computed as the average difference between the ground truth and a series of measured values. To determine accuracy, the ground truth value, which can be an acknowledged reference value or a known true value, needs to be found out. Obtaining the ground truth can, however, be challenging. For example, in preoperative TMS mappings, DES has been utilized as a ground truth (Picht et al., 2013, 2011). However, DES requires opening the skull and is not necessarily more accurate than TMS.

Precision (also consistency or variability) is defined as a degree of scatter over repeated measurement results under certain conditions (FDA, 1995; ISO, 1994). Depending on the conditions, the precision becomes repeatability or reproducibility. Repeatability is variability over measurements performed by the same operator with the same device in the same laboratory with a short time between the measurements. Reproducibility describes the scatter of results collected when the operator, the device, and the laboratory are different. Precision measures are usually calculated as the standard deviation, variance, or coefficient of variation (the standard deviation divided by the mean) of the repeated measurements. Thus, precision-related measures represent random errors, and no information about the ground truth is needed. This sometimes leads to situations in which precision is reported as accuracy. Precision is often better than accuracy.
Accuracy and precision metrics derived from the definitions above were utilized in varying contexts in Publications 1, 2, and 4. In this Thesis, to cover all aspects of inaccuracy and variability, I use the general term reliability.

### 4.2 Factors affecting the reliability of TMS

Several factors can influence the variability of TMS results within a single session or multiple TMS sessions in the same or different laboratory. These factors can be classified, for example, into technical, methodological, operator-dependent, and subject-dependent components (see Fig. 4). I will give examples of these factors and how they affect MEP- and TEP-based measures in health. For example, Ridding and Ziemann (2010), Huang et al. (2017), and Guerra et al. (2020) have reviewed these factors from another perspective, i.e., how they affect rTMS-induced plasticity in health or disease.

#### Technical and methodological factors

- **Coil operation**
  - Manual
  - Automatic
- **Stimulator**
  - Pulse waveform
  - Coil type
- **TMS parameters**
  - Location
  - Orientation
  - Intensity
  - Time intervals
  - Frequency

#### Subject-dependent factors

- **Intrinsic**
  - Age
  - Gender
  - Handedness
  - Brain anatomy
- **State-dependency**
  - Excitability fluctuations
  - Pre-activation
  - Brain state
  - Alertness
  - Medication
- **Often user-dependent**
- **Uncontrollable or hard to control**

**Figure 4. Factors that may influence the variability of TMS studies.**

Technical factors affecting TMS variability are related to devices utilized for stimulation, navigation, and measuring TMS-evoked outcomes. There are different types of TMS coils, the most common being the figure-of-eight coil (see Fig. 4) inducing a focal E-field in the brain (Ueno et al., 1988). A round coil generates a wider and less specific E-field, and the variability of MEPs with a round coil has been reported lower as compared to the variability with a figure-of-eight coil (Kiers et al., 1993). The waveform of the current pulse fed into a TMS coil can vary across and within devices. The most typical pulse waveforms are monophasic (approximately half sinusoid) and biphasic (full sinusoid) forms, the latter resulting in lower MTs (Niehaus et al., 2000). Some devices can control the waveform in a flexible way (Gattinger et al., 2012; Koponen et al., 2018; Peterchev et al., 2014). The coil placement is often operated manually although more precise automatic methods exist.
(see Section 5.1). The coil placement can be tracked and recorded with a neuronavigation system as introduced in Section 3.2. Differences and inaccuracies in TMS navigation systems are discussed more in detail in Section 4.3 and Publication 4.

The TMS procedures can also be performed without navigation, at the cost of less stable MEPs (Cincotta et al., 2010; Julkunen et al., 2009), less reliable motor maps (Sondergaard et al., 2021), and even missing the intended spot due to lower targeting accuracy and precision. Technical factors also include devices that measure TMS responses. For example, artifacts occurring in TMS–EEG measurements may appear dissimilarly in different EEG devices due to alterations, e.g., in electrode and amplifier designs (Farzan et al., 2016; Ilmoniemi and Kičić, 2010; Rogasch et al., 2017).

Methodological factors that may vary across TMS studies are related to the measurement protocols. In these protocols, TMS parameters such as stimulation location, orientation, intensity, and timing between pulses play an important role. Even small changes in the location affect the amplitudes and latencies of MEPs (Kallioniemi et al., 2015; Koponen et al., 2018; Miranda et al., 1997; Publications 1 and 3) and TEP components (Casarotto et al., 2010; de Goede et al., 2018; Harquel et al., 2016; Rosanova et al., 2009). In addition, adjusting the orientation leads to altered MEP (Kallioniemi et al., 2015a; Souza et al., 2022; Publication 1) and TEP (Bonato et al., 2006; Casarotto et al., 2010; Publication 2) responses. When observing MEP amplitudes as a function of the stimulus intensity, the resulting relationship (input–output curve) resembles a sigmoidal function (Devanne et al., 1997). For TEPs, different stimulus intensities result in more complex changes (Komssi et al., 2004; Raffin et al., 2020). There exist a variety of approaches to select the TMS location, orientation, and intensity (see Section 4.4), and the procedures to determine these sensitive TMS parameters are often user-dependent and involve subjective decisions. Another important (but typically user-independent during a TMS session) TMS parameter is the timing between the consecutive pulses. A short millisecond-scale time interval between two stimuli can affect the amplitude of the resulting MEP as compared to an MEP of a single pulse. For example, if a TMS pulse is preceded by another sub-threshold pulse applied to the same location about 1–5 ms earlier, the MEP amplitude gets smaller (inhibition); if the time interval is 6–30 ms, the MEP amplitude increases (facilitation) (Kujirai et al., 1993; Ziemann et al., 1996). Previous pulses have been reported to affect MEPs even up to 5 s (Julkunen et al., 2012b) and 15 s (Hassanzahraee et al., 2019) time intervals.

Subject-dependent variability components can be divided, for example, into state-dependent and intrinsic factors. A significant state-dependent effect in motor cortex TMS is the variation of MEP amplitudes; even with fixed TMS settings, the MEP amplitude can vary by several millivolts. This deviation is thought to stem from excitability fluctuations in the corticospinal tract or desynchronization of spinal signals (Kiers et al., 1993; Magistris et al., 1998). Other state-dependent variability factors involve, for example, muscle pre-activation (lowers MT (Kiers et al., 1993)), drowsiness (increases MT (Avesani et al., 2008)), effects of medication (see, e.g., a review by Ziemann et al. (2015)), and phase of the ongoing EEG activity (Zrenner et al., 2018). The intrinsic aspects, which influence mainly inter-subject variability, include, e.g., age (Bashir et al., 2014; Pitcher et al., 2003), gender (Pitcher
et al., 2003), handedness (Triggs et al., 1999, 1994), and brain anatomy. Examples of important anatomical factors in TMS are the scalp-to-cortex distance, which affects the current strength needed in the coil (Herbsman et al., 2009; Julkunen et al., 2012a), and the individual folding of cortical structures together with unique anatomical connections between brain areas, which influence how the neurons are activated by TMS and how this activity spreads in the brain.

The list of factors affecting the variability of TMS outcomes is long and their effect on the total variability can be challenging to estimate. However, it is important to recognize them and especially the controllable factors that one could minimize to make TMS more effective and reliable.

### 4.3 Inaccuracies and variability in TMS navigation systems

Although outcomes with navigated TMS are reported to be more stable than with non-navigated coil placement (Bashir et al., 2011; Julkunen et al., 2009), also nTMS includes inaccuracies and variability. These are due to differences in the navigation methods over different systems as well as method- and operator-related errors in different steps of the navigation process. Error sources are listed in Table 1.

#### Table 1. Classification of errors related to TMS navigation systems. The scales of the errors are self-defined (minor, moderate, and major) based on the literature and the author’s understanding of the error factor in question. The values for the effect of different error factors are often challenging to estimate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Navigation step</th>
<th>Error factor</th>
<th>Scale (and additional information)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affects coil localization</td>
<td>Localization of a single navigation marker</td>
<td>Minor (sub-millimeters for optical tracking systems)</td>
<td>(Wiles et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool localization (head and coil trackers, digitizer tool)</td>
<td>Arrangement of the marker groups</td>
<td>Minor (often in sub-millimeter scale, increases with distance from the marker set)</td>
<td>(Fitzpatrick et al., 1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angle between the marker group and the tracker camera</td>
<td>Minor (if the angle is smaller than 50°)</td>
<td>(West and Maurer Jr., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tolerances in manufacturing the trackers and the digitizer</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>(Ruohonen and Karhu, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration of the coil to the coil model</td>
<td>Differences between the 3D model and the manufactured coil</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>(Hannula and Ilmoniemi, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tracker-to-physical coil registration (registration method, human error)</td>
<td>Minor (if calibrated by the manufacturer to moderate (if the registration is done by the operator)</td>
<td>(Hannula and Ilmoniemi, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation step</td>
<td>Error factor</td>
<td>Scale (and additional information)</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-to-MRI registration</td>
<td>Registration method (point-based or surface-based). Includes the effect of the number of points and their spatial distribution, and human error.</td>
<td>Moderate (with surface-based registration) to major (point-based registration, error increases further from the landmark points)</td>
<td>Publication 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head tracking</td>
<td>Head tracker movement during TMS session</td>
<td>Can be major (up to several mm)</td>
<td>(Hannula and Ilmoniemi, 2017; Ruohonen and Karhu, 2010; Publication 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Deformations in MRI</td>
<td>Minor (if distortion correction applied and no metal present), otherwise can be major</td>
<td>(Maurer Jr et al., 2002; Torfeh et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRI voxel size</td>
<td>Minor (if the voxels small enough, e.g., ~1 mm²)</td>
<td>(Hannula and Ilmoniemi, 2017; Ruohonen and Karhu, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Segmentation method</td>
<td>Minor (with coil localization), moderate (with E-field computations)</td>
<td>(Nielsen et al., 2018; Rashed et al., 2021; Zaidi et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Utilizing MRI template instead of individual MRI</td>
<td>Can be major if not individually warped (with coil localization), major (with E-field computations)</td>
<td>(Fleischmann et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shifting of the brain between different postures</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>(Mikkonen and Laakso, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil model</td>
<td>Manufacturing tolerances in coil windings</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>(Hannula and Ilmoniemi, 2017; Ruohonen and Karhu, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computational model of the coil</td>
<td>Minor to major</td>
<td>(Hannula and Ilmoniemi, 2017; Stenroos and Koponen, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head model</td>
<td>Geometry of the head model (spherical, realistic)</td>
<td>Minor to major</td>
<td>(Nummenmaa et al., 2013; Publication 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tissue conductivities</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>(Saturnino et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-field model</td>
<td>Line navigation</td>
<td>Can be major (especially with tilted coil placements)</td>
<td>(Hannula and Ilmoniemi, 2017; Sollmann et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analytical E-field computation with simple geometries</td>
<td>Moderate to major</td>
<td>(Nummenmaa et al., 2013; Publication 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Numerical E-field computation with realistic models</td>
<td>Minor to major (depending on the head model)</td>
<td>(Stenroos and Koponen, 2019; Publication 4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Errors related to nTMS are discussed also, for example, by Ruohonen and Karhu (2010), Hannula and Ilmoniemi (2017), and by Schönfeldt-Lecuona et al. (2005). A simulation analysis of the accuracy and precision of nTMS is presented in Publication 4. In addition, the literature from the field of neurosurgery navigation offers some useful information to the nTMS accuracy and precision (see, e.g., works by Fitzpatrick (2010), Maurer Jr et al. (2002), and Wang and Song (2011)). However, the exact methods in neurosurgery navigation are often different as compared to those of TMS navigation; thus, the information is not directly transferable to the TMS field. For example, in surgical applications, the accuracy of the head-to-MRI registration can be increased with implanted landmarks such as bone-attached screws (Mascott et al., 2006), which does not come into question in the non-invasive TMS field.

4.4 Determination of stimulation parameters

As mentioned earlier, there are various ways for targeting TMS, i.e., to determine the stimulation location, orientation, and intensity for TMS studies and treatments. The stimulation location is often determined by observing functional responses elicited by TMS. The most common feedback is a motor response when stimulating the primary motor cortex (M1). Typically, the selected stimulation location after a mapping is the one leading to the largest MEPs (Barker et al., 1985; Rossini et al., 2015). M1 targets of hand muscles have also been used as a reference for stimulation locations on other brain areas: for example, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; often utilized as a target for depression therapies) has been assumed to be situated about 5 cm (George et al., 1995; Pascual-Leone et al., 1996) anterior to the hand M1 target. However, this simple approach is rough and has been shown sub-optimal for targeting DLPFC (Cash et al., 2021; Trapp et al., 2020). Other functional responses that can be mapped to select stimulation locations are phosphenes or visual suppressions (Amassian et al., 1989; Meyer et al., 1991) and speech disruptions (Epstein et al., 1996; Lioumis et al., 2012; Pascual-Leone et al., 1991) when TMS is applied to occipital or speech areas, respectively. Methods for studying brain activity, such as EEG (Casarotto et al., 2022; Farzan et al., 2016; Tremblay et al., 2019), functional magnetic resonance imaging (Neggers et al., 2004; Sparing et al., 2008), or positron emission tomography (PET: Klirova et al., 2013; Plewnia et al., 2007), can also provide information about suitable stimulation locations. In addition, head anatomy can help in the selection process: for example, utilization of bony landmarks (Höflich et al., 1993; Mills et al., 1992) and EEG electrode positions (Beam et al., 2009; Herwig et al., 2003) have been reported. For taking into account individual brain anatomy, neuronavigation systems with subject-specific MRIs are of great help (Hannula and Ilmoniemi, 2017; Herwig et al., 2001; Ruohonen and Karhu, 2010). Instead of individual MRIs, neuronavigation and the selection of stimulation location are sometimes based on a brain template (Comeau, 2014; Fleischmann et al., 2020).
The stimulus orientation on the hand M1 is traditionally fixed to about 45° towards the midline from the posterior–anterior direction to have the stimulation approximately perpendicular to the wall of the precentral gyrus (Brasil-Neto et al., 1992; Mills et al., 1992). However, the anatomy of M1 and, thus, the optimal stimulation orientation varies across individuals (Balslev et al., 2007) and muscles (Bashir et al., 2013). Therefore, individualized determination of the stimulation orientation with the help of a neuronavigation system and MEP feedback is more meaningful. Selecting a stimulation orientation perpendicular to the gyral wall is suggested to be applicable also outside the motor cortex (Fox et al., 2004; Gomez-Tames et al., 2018; Janssen et al., 2015; Kammer et al., 2007).

The stimulus intensity is often set relative to the MT (Groppa et al., 2012; Rossini et al., 2015) or an intensity required for a certain average MEP amplitude (Rossini et al., 2015), regardless of the stimulated area. However, also MT can be defined in many ways (see a list of approaches, e.g., in the article by Groppa et al. (2012)). Moreover, it appears that the intensities determined based on MEPs are not directly transferable to other brain areas (Stewart et al., 2001; Tremblay et al., 2019).

On other areas, MT-based stimulation intensity can be adjusted with the scalp-to-cortex distance (Knecht et al., 2005; Stokes et al., 2007) or one can utilize the estimated E-field magnitude in the cortex (Danner et al., 2012; Julkunen et al., 2012a). In addition, other functional measures, such as phosphenes (Stewart et al., 2001), TMS–PET (Siebner et al., 2003), and TMS–EEG responses (Casarotto et al., 2022; Komssi et al., 2004; Saari et al., 2018) have been suggested as feedback for adjusting the stimulation intensity.

Variability in selecting TMS parameters makes it challenging to interpret and compare observed effects in different TMS studies. It would be beneficial if the target selection was done more similarly. One meaningful and generalizable approach for TMS targeting is the already mentioned TMS–EEG approach, as it can provide direct neurophysiological feedback on all brain areas. TEP-based targeting has been applied for selecting stimulation parameters for TMS–EEG studies to ensure high-quality signals (Belardinelli et al., 2019; Casarotto et al., 2022, 2016). In addition, TMS–EEG has great potential as a functional targeting method for selecting the parameters for treatments and online guiding of therapeutic TMS. Publication 2 takes a step forward in TMS–EEG-based targeting by presenting and demonstrating an automatized set-up for optimizing TMS parameters with TEP feedback in an effortless way.
5. Automated TMS

One way to reduce operator-dependent differences in TMS procedures is to automate them. This requires a way to adjust TMS parameters non-manually and algorithms that make decisions on how the stimulation sequence is performed. In addition to increasing the reliability of TMS, automation can save time and make TMS sessions smoother. This chapter covers the elements needed for automating TMS processes (of which some were applied in Publications 1–3) and offers an overview of the existing automated procedures in the field of brain stimulation.

5.1 Automatic adjustment of stimulation parameters

An important element in automating TMS is the ability to automatically tune the stimulation parameters. The timing of the stimulation is simple to control with a triggering system that sends a pulse to the TMS device shortly before a stimulus is desired to be initiated. The stimulation intensity and orientation (180° flip) can be automatically tuned relatively easily by changing the amplitude and direction of the current fed to the TMS coil. Automatic adjustment of the stimulus location and orientation (with finer steps than 180°) requires more than simple current adjustment; traditionally TMS is operated with a single stimulation coil that is moved manually by the operator.

One way to bypass the human-hand-operated approach is to attach a TMS coil into a robotic arm (Lancaster et al., 2004; Lebossé et al., 2007; Noccaro et al., 2021; Yi and Bicker, 2010). Figure 5A shows an example of a TMS robot. Robotic control allows automatic adjustment of the coil position and orientation, enabling more reliable coil placement compared to manual coil operation (Ginhoux et al., 2013) and maintaining stable coil position by compensating head movements (Richter et al., 2013, 2010). However, planning the robotic movements can be challenging and access to some coil locations or orientations may be limited due to unsafe coil trajectories (Richter, 2013). The speed of coil movement is restricted, for example to about 1 cm/s (Grab et al., 2018) or 5 cm/s (Richter et al., 2010), due to safety limitations. TMS robots are commercially available.

Another approach is multi-channel TMS that takes one step forward by allowing adjustment of the stimulus location and orientation electronically, ultimately without a need for physical coil movements. This is achieved by operating several TMS coils concurrently (Ruohonen and Ilmoniemi, 1998). Tuning the relative amplitudes of currents flowing in the coils provides means to electronically change the E-field profile (sum of the E-fields of the individual coils, Fig. 5B), and thus the
stimulus location and orientation in the brain. A feasible implementation of such multi-channel TMS has been realized with tailored large planar overlapping coils (Koponen et al., 2018). Two coil versions of multi-locus TMS (mTMS) can either adjust the stimulus location on a one-dimensional line segment (Koponen et al., 2018; utilized in Publication 1) or the orientation (Souza et al., 2022; applied in Publications 1 and 2). A transducer consisting of five overlapping coils enables steering the stimulus location (in 2D) and orientation within a 3-cm-diameter cortical patch (Publication 3). Larger coverage of the cortex can be achieved, for example, by increasing the number of coils (Koponen et al., 2018; Nurmi et al., 2021). Other designs with small round coils on planar (Ruohonen and Ilmoniemi, 1998) or three-axis (Navarro de Lara et al., 2021) arrays have also been proposed. A clear advantage of multi-channel TMS is that, in principle, no time is needed for the parameter adjustments. This enables rapid stimulus sequences targeted to different locations with, for example, millisecond-scale time intervals (Nieminen et al., 2019) and faster compensation of small head movements compared to robots (Publication 3). Currently, multi-channel systems exist only as experimental devices and are not generally available.

Figure 5. Example methods for automatic adjustment of stimulus location and orientation. A: Robotically controlled TMS. The photo is from an article by Grab et al. (2018) and reprinted with permission from Elsevier. B: Multi-locus TMS functions by summing the effects of individual overlapping coils (a–e, top row) with suitable weightings to adjust the location and orientation of the E-field maximum (yellow spots on the bottom row) within a defined region (red square). Illustration from Koponen et al. (2018), reprinted with permission from Elsevier.

5.2 Automated procedures in brain stimulation

Several TMS procedures have been automated with the help of the methods for adjusting TMS settings presented in the previous section. A stimulus sequence can be designed in advance and the automatic TMS system can be let to apply the desired pulses. Such a strategy has been implemented to scan automatically the motor areas by varying stimulus parameters with robotized (Ginhoux et al., 2013; Grab et al., 2018) or multi-locus (Koponen et al., 2018; Souza et al., 2022; Publications 1 and 3) TMS while measuring the evoked MEPs. Similar scanning is possible also on other parts of the cortex with TMS–EEG (Harquel et al., 2016; Publication 2).
The way TMS is delivered can be automatically adapted based on a recorded feedback signal in a so-called closed-loop manner. Examples of adaptive procedures in which stimulus intensity is varied and MEPs are utilized as feedback are the determination of motor threshold (Awiszus, 2003; Hassan et al., 2022) and the characterization of other properties of the MEP response curve (Alavi et al., 2021, 2019) with a minimal number of pulses. Another closed-loop procedure that has been automated is the finding of the stimulus location and orientation that maximizes MEP amplitudes (motor hotspot search) (Harqueli et al., 2017; Meincke et al., 2016; Publication 1). Publication 2 presents a similar kind of procedure for finding optimal stimulation parameters with EEG responses as feedback. Moreover, EEG signals have been utilized in another type of automation in which the timing of the TMS pulse is aimed at a specific phase of the ongoing brain oscillations (Bergmann et al., 2012; Zrenner et al., 2018). This approach is considered as brain-state-dependent stimulation.

Automated procedures are of interest also with other brain-stimulation modalities. For example, Van Bueren et al. (2021) reported a closed-loop approach to optimize the frequency and intensity of transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) for better performance in a cognitive task, while Berényi et al. (2012) demonstrated switching on TES in a rodent model to suppress epileptic activity when it occurred. State-dependent and adaptive approaches have been applied also in DBS to trigger the stimulation when dysfunction-related brain activity is detected or tune the stimulation amplitude based on the feedback signal (Bouthour et al., 2019; Rosin et al., 2011).

### 5.3 Bayesian optimization with Gaussian processes

Many of the automation examples in the previous section include optimization, e.g., searching for a maximum (or a minimum) of a function. If we do not know the form of the function in advance, but we can get samples from it, the approach is called black-box optimization. One such example in the previous section was the search of TMS parameters that maximize the observed TMS-induced responses, for example, the amplitude of MEPs (Publication 1) or TEPs (Publication 2).

An analogous situation could happen on a far-off beach. Imagine that you have heard about a huge gold deposit under the ground along the 200-meter-long narrow beach (which can be considered as a 1D-line). In this case, you might be interested in finding the place where the gold deposit is closest to the ground, which would be an optimal place to start digging. You are prepared with a soil sampling drill that helps you to find out the distance to the gold deposit below the drilling site.

One way to find such an optimum is to take a soil sample from all locations on the beach. With this grid-search method, you would eventually find the best spot to dig the gold. It would, however, be laborious and time-consuming. Thus, it would be better to get the search done faster. There are solutions to make this kind of optimization in a clever and efficient way. An adequate approach for a problem like this is Bayesian optimization (for a review, see Shahriari et al., 2016) that helps to find the global optimum of an unknown function with a minimal number of samples even with noise present (the drilled depth samples in our example may be inaccurate).
Bayesian approaches are based on the idea that we often have in advance some know-how, although uncertain, about the problem in question. Due to uncertainty, the pieces of knowledge are treated as probabilities, and the probability distributions (infinite collection of potential outcomes) are updated once we get more information about the problem. For example, in the case of the gold-deposit example, we might know that the top of gold deposits in such an environment typically lies at around 5 m below the ground but may sometimes be only at 1 m depth. This prior information can be formed into so-called prior distribution when included in the Bayesian model.

Another piece needed in the Bayesian approach is the information about the data observations, i.e., how the data samples are like when everything else is fixed. For instance, the depth measurements of the gold can be inaccurate, but we can imagine an error margin of about ±1 m. This observation model is called likelihood. Multiplying these two probability distributions, the prior and the likelihood, together yields a posterior probability distribution updating our beliefs about the problem. In our gold-digging example, every time we get a new soil sample, our knowledge about the distribution of the gold deposit under the ground increases. With the Bayesian approach and the probability distributions in hand, we can take one step further and make predictions. In Bayesian optimization, we predict the value of the function of interest at the points that have not been sampled and forecast the future measurement values.

Bayesian optimization comprises two computation steps. The first step is to model the behavior of the unknown function (in the example case, the depth of the gold deposit along the beach) based on the data samples gathered (drilled soil samples). If the shape of the function is known in advance, one could employ parametric models. If the shape is unknown, it is better to use non-parametric models that assume no specific function shape, although the model itself may contain adjustable parameters. The most common non-parametric modeling approach in Bayesian optimization is called Gaussian process regression (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) that we will apply also here. With Gaussian processes, the probability distributions are formed as a set of functions instead of distributions for individual variables. When modeling in this way, the set of possible functions that could represent our function to be modeled gets narrower once we get new data samples.

In Gaussian process regression, the prior distribution for function \( f \) to be modeled (e.g., the depth of the gold deposit under the ground) is \( f \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu_0, K) \), which informs that the function values in a vector \( f \) follow a multivariate Gaussian distribution characterized by a mean function (vector \( \mu_0 \)) and a covariance function (matrix \( K \)). If we have some idea about the shape of \( f \) in advance, that information can be included in prior mean \( \mu_0 \). In our gold example, we knew the typical depth of the gold deposit, and the prior mean can be set to a constant function at 5 m depth. Another ingredient in the Gaussian process prior is the covariance function, which describes how much the values of \( f \) at different points \( (x_n, x_m) \) (note that \( x \) can also be a \( D \)-dimensional parameter vector) correlate. A typical choice for a covariance function is a squared exponential kernel.
\[
K(n, m) = k(x_n, x_m) = a_0 \exp \left( - \sum_{d=1}^{D} a_1 d |x_{n,d} - x_{m,d}|^2 \right),
\] (5.1)

in which the parameter \(a_0\) tells how far the amplitudes of \(f\) can be from the prior mean \(\mu_0\), and \(a_1\) regulates the smoothness of \(f\). If \(a_1\) is small, the function is smooth; if \(a_1\) is large, \(f\) can oscillate more. \(D\) denotes the dimensions of the function, which was 1 in our example case as well as in Publications 1 and 2. This approach suits also for higher-dimensional problems, such as for optimizing TMS location in 2D domain. Other possibilities for kernel functions are listed, for example, by Shahriari et al. (2016) and Garnett (2022). The representation of the likelihood is more compact: as the measured data can contain errors, we set the likelihood model as

\[
y \sim \mathcal{N}(f, \Lambda).\]

The observed data samples \(y\) are independent and obey a normal distribution with variance \(\lambda^2\) around the function values \(f\). \(\Lambda\) is a diagonal matrix with \(\lambda^2\) values on its diagonal. A typical assumption is that the noise does not depend on the sampling parameters, i.e., the variance \(\lambda^2\) is constant for all diagonal elements in \(\Lambda\). A changing variance could also be incorporated with another Gaussian process modeling the variance fluctuation (Frazier and Wang, 2016).

Both the prior and the likelihood distributions are Gaussian, and when combined, result in an analytical formula for the posterior distribution. With Gaussian process regression, we want to model \(f\) at all possible locations \(x\), meaning that we wish to make predictions about \(f\) at places elsewhere than the data sampling locations \(X\). This is possible by forming a posterior distribution, which after \(N\) data samples is

\[
f(x) \mid y, X \sim \mathcal{N} \left( \mu_N(x), \sigma_N^2(x) \right),
\] (5.2)

where the so-called posterior mean (describing the most probable shape of \(f\) after observing data \(y\)) is

\[
\mu_N(x) = \mu_0(x) + k(x, X)(K + \Lambda)^{-1}(y - \mu_0),
\] (5.3)

and the posterior variance expressing the uncertainty of the modeled \(f\) is defined as

\[
\sigma_N^2(x) = k(x, x) - k(x, X)(K + \Lambda)^{-1}k(x, X)^T.
\] (5.4)

The vector \(k(x, X)\) includes the covariances between any location \(x\) and the measurement locations \(X\).

The second step in Bayesian optimization is adaptive data sampling, which means selecting the next sampling point so that the optimum is found with a minimal number of steps in the optimization process. In our gold example, this means that we would find the optimal spot for digging the gold as fast as possible. The guiding functions, which help in adaptive data sampling, are called acquisition functions, optimization policies, or infill criteria. Acquisition functions describe information gain that would be achieved when taking a sample at a given point, and they typically suggest sampling at points where the function to be optimized is possibly large (in maximization) due to posterior mean or uncertainty being high (Brochu et al., 2010;
Frazier and Wang, 2016). The next sampling point is where the acquisition function reaches its maximum. One example of an acquisition function is called knowledge gradient whose idea is to predict new data samples at each possible sampling location and estimate how much a new sample would change the maximum of the posterior mean (Frazier et al., 2009; Frazier and Wang, 2016). We selected the knowledge gradient as the guiding function in Publications 1 and 2, as it has been reported to perform well with noisy function evaluations (Picheny et al., 2013). Other acquisition functions are presented, e.g., by Shahriari et al. (2016) and Kochenderfer and Wheeler (2019).

The two steps in Bayesian optimization, modeling and adaptive data sampling, are repeated until the optimization process is considered ready, i.e., the maximum or minimum is found. The optimization can be stopped, for example, when a predefined number of samples has been reached or when the information gained from taking a new sample becomes small (Garnett, 2022). The stopping criteria are often tuned case-specifically. In our gold-digging example, we can stop taking soil samples if the estimate for the best digging location does not change with new samples or once we run out of time.

The optimization process with our gold deposit example is visualized in Fig. 6. After seeing this example, it is unsurprising that one of the first applications of the Gaussian processes was in mineral mining (Krige, 1951). Bayesian optimization with Gaussian processes has spread to a wide range of disciplines with other example applications in drug design (Sano et al., 2020) and tuning of hyperparameters for machine learning algorithms (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006). Bayesian optimization is well suited to automate optimizations performed in TMS procedures, as it tries to minimize the time needed and can deal with the unavoidable variation in electrophysiological responses that makes the optimization process challenging.
Figure 6. A gold mining example showing the procedure of Bayesian optimization with Gaussian processes. In the optimization process, the goal is to find the location where the gold deposit is closest to the surface of the ground. The first panel in the top left illustrates the starting point, in which the prior distribution has a constant prior mean at a depth of 5 m and a constant uncertainty interval. The following panels show the progress of the search with the measured soil samples marked as yellow stars, the posterior mean function as a yellow solid line, current optimum that is the maximum of the posterior mean function as a black cross, and the uncertainty represented with 95% credible interval (posterior mean ± 1.96 x \( \sqrt{\text{posterior variance}} \)) as a yellow shaded area. The gray dotted line is the knowledge-gradient guiding function, the maximum of which is the next sampling point (indicated as a vertical gray line). The last panel in the bottom right visualizes the search result after 15 soil samples: the best spot to start digging is marked as a black cross and the true depth of the gold deposit is shown as a black line.
6. Summary of publications

This chapter summarizes Publications 1–4.

6.1 Publication 1: Closed-loop TMS with motor responses

The aim of Publication 1 was to develop an algorithm for fast and automated search of stimulus parameters with MEPs as feedback. In the closed-loop setup (Fig. 7), stimulus parameters were controlled electronically with mTMS in 1D cases. In the first case, the location of the E-field maximum on a 3-cm-long line segment on the motor cortex was adjusted by utilizing a two-coil transducer comprising a figure-of-eight and an oval coil on the top of each other (Koponen et al., 2018). In the second case, the stimulus orientation on one location was tuned by two overlapping figure-of-eight coils (Souza et al., 2022). The evoked MEPs were recorded, and their peak-to-peak amplitudes were extracted online. Bayesian optimization and Gaussian processes (see Section 5.3) formed the mathematical basis for the algorithm. This approach helped to model the response curve as a function of the location or orientation based on the gathered MEPs. In addition, a guiding function suggested sampling points so that the search would converge with a minimal number of pulses.

The developed algorithm was tested on five subjects repeating the location and orientation searches 21 times. The results indicated that the closed-loop algorithm was able to optimize TMS parameters with good accuracy and precision. The average number of pulses needed in the searches was 17, corresponding to a search time of about 1.5 minutes.
Publication 2 aimed at performing similar kind of closed-loop optimization of TMS parameters as in Publication 1, but now with TEPs as feedback (see Fig. 8). For that, we first characterized the behaviour of TEPs as a function of the stimulus orientation because that was not known in advance. Systematic TEP mappings showed that the amplitudes of the early TEP deflections change with the stimulus orientation approximately in a sinusoidal way. Then, we applied the closed-loop algorithm to search the stimulus orientation that maximizes the peak-to-peak amplitude of the P20–N40 complex in the EEG response. The validation measurements were carried out with six subjects, repeating the orientation search 20 times. The average accuracy of the search outcomes was 13°, achieved with 40 pulses on average (corresponding to a search time of about 2 minutes).

Figure 8. EEG-response-based target optimization. Flowchart of the closed-loop algorithm on the left, and an example outcome of the orientation optimization on the right. The figure is from Publication 2 and reprinted with permission from Elsevier.
6.3 Publication 3: Electronically targeted TMS

The goal of Publication 3 was to design, build, and characterize an mTMS system capable of electronically adjusting the stimulus location and orientation within a cortical patch. This was realized with a transducer consisting of five overlapping coils and connecting the individual coils into independently driven TMS circuits. In addition, Publication 3 presented an algorithm for electronic targeting, i.e., determining the relative currents fed to the coils so that the induced E-field maximum would be at the desired cortical location with the desired orientation.

From the point of view of this Thesis, the main outcome was the successful demonstration of the automated adjustment of TMS parameters in 3D (position and orientation of the E-field maximum) and the resulting motor maps of three separate muscles with one subject (Fig. 9). The 5-coil mTMS will allow a practical extension of the algorithms of Publication 1 and 2 into higher dimensions, i.e., optimizing the stimulus location and orientation at the same time.

![Motor maps obtained by steering the stimulus location and orientation with 5-coil mTMS.](image)

Figure 9. Motor maps obtained by steering the stimulus location and orientation with 5-coil mTMS. Motor maps of abductor pollicis brevis (APB), first dorsal interosseus (FDI), and abductor digiti minimi (ADM) muscles of the right hand in left, middle, and right panels, respectively. The figure is from Publication 3 and reprinted with permission from Elsevier.

6.4 Publication 4: Analysis of navigation errors

The aim of Publication 4 was to analyze the errors related to different methods used in TMS navigation systems. The analysis was done by computer simulations. The simulations showed that the largest contributors to the coregistration error were head-to-MRI registration and movement of the head tracker. There are two common ways, landmark- and surface-based approaches, to perform the head-to-MRI registration. The latter is clearly more reliable (see Fig. 10) and is thus the recommended option.

In addition, the simulations showed how the coregistration errors affect the E-field estimates computed with different approaches and varying levels of detail in the head model. When evaluated within E-field methods, the coregistration errors influenced the E-field estimates quite similarly across the E-field methods studied. When comparing the results against the most realistic E-field model applied, the accuracies generally enhanced with increasing level of detail in the E-field computation model. Thus, realistic E-field computations should be favored in navigation systems.
Figure 10. Scalp maps representing the total accuracy of coil positioning with neuronavigation systems relying on the landmark-based (left) or the surface-based (right) registration between the head and the MRI.
This Thesis reviewed and analyzed errors and varying practices in TMS methods causing variability of results in the TMS field. In addition, this work contributed to reducing the variability and increasing the efficacy of TMS by presenting automated methods for TMS targeting and mapping. Next, I discuss the value of the results of this Thesis and suggest future directions in these topics.

7.1 Reliability of TMS targeting

As introduced earlier in this Thesis, navigation systems have an important role in reliable TMS targeting and mappings. The scale of nTMS accuracy and precision has been known to some extent. This Thesis (Publication 4) aimed at bringing more comprehensive information on the reliability of nTMS, for example, spatial distributions of different errors around the head, as the accuracy and precision estimates have typically been condensed into single average values.

The simulation analysis of Publication 4 revealed that, unsurprisingly, the main source of inaccuracy and imprecision in TMS coil navigation is the head-to-MRI registration, mainly due to human errors and MRI deformations. Based on the results, the recommendation is to apply surface-matching registration over landmark-based registration, as the first one leads to better coil-localization accuracy and precision. Moreover, one should be careful in MRI data acquisition (ear and scalp structures should not be squeezed by head supports) and perform the registration carefully. The second-largest source of error is the movement of the head tracker during the stimulation session. The operator needs to ensure that the tracker is kept fixed with respect to the subject’s head; if the tracker moves, a new registration is required. Both of these error factors could be diminished with trackerless surface registration methods, such as laser scanning (Hironaga et al., 2019) or a structured-light approach (Olesen et al., 2010), although these methods need to become computationally more efficient to enable real-time tracking.

In addition to coil-localization errors, Publication 4 provided information on the accuracy and precision of the navigated E-field estimates on the cortex. The more realistic the E-field model, the better is the accuracy of the location, orientation, and magnitude of the tracked E-field maximum when compared to the most realistic model studied. The precision values are more even across the E-field computation models. Currently, commercial TMS navigation systems utilize simplified E-field estimation methods; however, applying more realistic methods also online
seems possible, for example, with recent developments in BEM-based E-field computations (Daneshzand et al., 2021; Stenroos and Koponen, 2019).

Navigated TMS is typically operated so that the coil is manually held or fixed to a coil holder. This way, it is impossible to keep the coil perfectly fixed with respect to the subject’s head, as also the head can move. Thus, the navigation system may have tolerances of a few millimeters and degrees when helping to repeatedly trigger stimuli at the same spot with the same stimulus orientation. Even robotized TMS has limits for compensating head movements due to latency in initiating robot movements and because a constant small movement of the robot can be disturbing for the subject. In principle, mTMS (especially the version developed in Publication 3) could instantly adjust for these small movements with smaller tolerances enabling more accurate and precise stimulation with the desired TMS parameters. The verification of faster motion compensation with mTMS is a matter of future work.

Required navigation accuracy and precision levels are not clearly defined in the TMS field. Evidently, the accuracy requirements for nTMS are not as strict as in neurosurgery navigation, where millimeters can be a question of losing or preserving certain brain functions. However, high reliability of nTMS is of course often desired. For example, preoperative TMS mappings should be as accurate as possible so that the value of mapping is maximized (Lefaucheur and Picht, 2016). The precision of nTMS has a role in reliable targeting of treatments: if the treatment outcome is sensitive to the stimulus location, nTMS precision within and across sessions should be high. The impact of nTMS accuracy and precision in different applications needs to be studied more.

Even if the navigation were completely free of errors, TMS studies would still be accompanied by several sources of variability stemming from the subject and the operator as introduced in Sections 4.2 and 4.4. One variability factor mentioned was drowsiness, which can easily occur with an increasing length of the TMS session. Automated procedures can be considerably faster (Publications 1–3) than manual practice, reducing chances for the subject getting drowsy.

Another subject-dependent variability factor is the trial-to-trial variation of the electrophysiological responses such as MEPs and TEPs. To tackle MEP variability, one needs to acquire 20–30 responses with the same stimulus parameter for a reliable average (Babi et al., 2018; Goldsworthy et al., 2016) or combine responses obtained with different stimulation parameters to a motor map with interpolation methods (Borghetti et al., 2008; Publication 1). Interestingly, MEPs are often considered highly variable and TEPs very repeatable and reliable even though the number of averaged TEPs is commonly 100–200. Information from a smaller number of TEPs with different stimulus parameters can also be interpolated into a map as demonstrated in Publication 2. To compare the effect of variability of MEPs and TEPs in the closed-loop optimizations, the MEP-based orientation search in Publication 1 reached an accuracy of about 10° with 15 MEPs on average, whereas the accuracy of the TEP-based orientation search in Publication 2 was approximately 20° with the same number of pulses. Thus, utilizing TEPs as a feedback signal needed more pulses for convergence. However, the search space was 360° and included two peaks in the underlying function in the TEP-based search. In the MEP-
based search, the search domain was 180° and the objective function had only one maximum.

The largest operator-dependent variability comes from the selection of TMS parameters. The ways to select TMS parameters are numerous, and these procedures often require many decisions by the operator. Therefore, it would be beneficial to apply proper automated protocols whenever possible, as the algorithms make the decisions with predefined logic, removing operator-dependent effects and increasing the reliability of TMS. Automated procedures presented in Publications 1 and 2 contribute to reducing operator dependency in the TMS field. However, this Thesis did not quantify the improvement of targeting reliability, thus, this aspect should be assessed in the future.

7.2 Closing the TMS loop

Closed-loop TMS with an electrophysiological feedback signal enables automated and effortless adjustment of TMS parameters. MEP-based target search had been demonstrated earlier (Harquel et al., 2017; Meincke et al., 2016), but the approach presented in Publication 1 is faster without compromising the accuracy. MEP-based searches are, however, limited to the motor cortex. Publication 2 demonstrated automated target search with TEPs, paving the way for targeting the stimulation with neurophysiological feedback all over the superficial cortex.

Targeting with neurophysiological feedback signals may circumvent some of the navigation errors analyzed in Publication 4, such as the co-registration errors. Even though the head-to-MRI registration would lead to varying co-registration results from session to session, one could rely on the feedback signal despite these navigation errors. If the head tracker moves during the TMS session, electrophysiological feedback signals could help in the readjustment process without re-registration when the same spot is targeted. On the other hand, such head-tracker movements would affect the reliability of MEP and TEP mapping results.

Future closed-loop targeting could employ anatomical information as a prior, for example, in defining the limits for the search space or selecting the initial sampling points. If the shape of the MEP- or TEP-based response function as a function of stimulus parameters at a given anatomical area is roughly known, this shape information could be incorporated in the prior model. These additions to the prior model could increase the accuracy and efficiency of automated searches. Another future step in the closed-loop searches would be to estimate the cortical location responsible for the observed response instead of just searching for the TMS parameters maximizing MEP or TEP features. This could be done by including the E-field information (Aonuma et al., 2018; Kataja et al., 2021; Opitz et al., 2013; Weise et al., 2020) and neuronal activation properties (Mutamnen et al., 2021) into the process.

Automated closed-loop procedures require non-manual adjustment of TMS parameters. In Publications 1 and 2, we utilized mTMS, which is advantageous, as the electronic control of stimulus parameters does not necessitate physical coil movements. Closed-loop optimization could be performed with robotized TMS or by manually operated movements. However, mTMS is faster especially with EEG-based automatization because one does not need to wait for the stabilization of the
motion artifacts in the EEG signal, as would be required when the coil is moved between the pulses. Closed-loop algorithms in Publication 1 and 2 were demonstrated with 1D cases. However, the approach can be extended to several dimensions. Publication 3 successfully demonstrated automated motor mapping with predefined stimulus parameters by changing both the location and orientation of the peak E-field with the 5-coil mTMS system. Therefore, a natural next step with the presented closed-loop algorithms would be to make them work in several dimensions with the 5-coil mTMS system.

In addition, the ability for fast switching of stimulus parameters by mTMS enables investigating the dynamics of brain networks with time scales that are natural for neuronal information transmission. mTMS can deliver paired pulses or longer pulse sequences with different stimulus parameters with millisecond-scale time intervals enabling, for example, mapping of inhibitory or excitatory motor networks (Laine, 2021; Nieminen et al., 2019) or treating brain dysfunctions by coupling to multiple nodes of brain networks of interest instead of the traditional single-site treatments (Horn and Fox, 2020). Closed-loop algorithms presented in this Thesis can form a basis for performing such mappings or treatments in an automated way.

Despite the limited availability and need for further inventions regarding devices controlling spatial TMS parameters, technologies for the automation of TMS will continue to be developed. This is because there is an increasing interest in automating TMS procedures and treating brain dysfunctions in a closed-loop manner (Esposito et al., 2020; Farzan et al., 2016; Karabanov et al., 2016; Rotenberg, 2010; Zrenner et al., 2016). In the future, TMS interventions could be guided with online EEG feedback so that the sought plastic change is maximized. In addition, automation can increase the cost-effectiveness of clinical TMS.

When giving the control of TMS parameters to algorithms, I think that we should not blindly trust the algorithms. They are and will be of great help to the operator. However, there always needs to be somebody who follows the real-time functioning of the algorithms and checks that the result is meaningful. In addition, when letting algorithms guide therapies, one should also aim at gaining an understanding of the brain mechanisms behind the obtained effects. This would help in developing even more effective TMS therapies.
This Thesis recognizes that the reliability of TMS is affected, for example, by the methods applied, the decisions made by the operator, and biological variation that is unavoidable when dealing with a complex nervous system. Even though a substantial part of this Thesis discusses inaccuracies and variability in current TMS methods, the situation is not hopeless. Available sophisticated TMS methods enable adequate reliability, but the methods can still be improved, as shown in this work.

This Thesis suggests, for example, that the operator-dependent factors can be tackled by automating TMS procedures. Methods supporting TMS automation were presented in Publications 1–3. Automated algorithms can also be designed to cope with subject-dependent variability. The presented steps in automating TMS procedures increase the reliability of TMS, meeting the aim of this Thesis. Increased reliability of TMS can help to understand the functioning of the brain networks better as well as to develop more effective TMS treatments for neurological dysfunctions with the ultimate goal of improving patients’ lives.
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